




Algebra 1 – Module 2, Topic 7 - Negative Exponents Transcription
Hey guys, welcome to Algebra I. Today's lesson is going to focus on negative exponents. Now all that you know about the laws of exponents, and quotients and products is going to help you get through this lesson. Ready to get started? Let’s go. I want you to think about this problem in two separate parts. First thing I’m going to do for the right side of it is I'm going to expand it out. I know that X cubed divided by x to the fifth, I know for my numerator that means that I have X times X times X. If I’m raising X to the third power I’m just multiplying by three X's. For the Denominator if I have X to the fifth, then that means X times X times X times X times X. Let’s make that fraction bar a little longer. For the denominator if I have X to the fifth power then that means I’m multiplying five X's together, Okay? Now, knowing what you do about simplifying factions, you know that you can always cancel out the same thing if you have the same thing in the numerator and the denominator, then you can start canceling things out.
I know that I can cancel out one X up the top with one X in the bottom, I can cancel out another one up top with another one on the bottom, I can cancel out another one up top, another one on the bottom. Now is where we have to throw in a little trick. We don't have zero on top, it’s not a value of zero, but you know how there's always that invisible factor of one hanging around? I’m going to throw up here that this is like X times X times X times one. Just going to throw that out there. I have cancelled out these three X's up top, with these three X's on the bottom and what I’m left with is a one on top and I’m left with X times X on the bottom. Now, I could represent that differently. I could say, well one over X times X, that's really the same thing as one over X squared. Okay, that's what the right side of that looks like. I’m going to box that in so we can focus on that for the right.
Now let’s go back to the left side, how this problem started. We had X cubed, divided by X to the fifth. Now, you know that one of the laws of exponents tells us that when we have this type of set up, when we're dividing powers, we can subtract the exponents. I could represent this as X to the three minus five, because I need to subtract those exponents to simplify them. Then what is three minus five? Let’s come off to the side and do that. Three minus five, that's negative two. Knowing what you do about integer operations, of just put that in the calculator if you want, which ever one you want to do. I know that X to the three minus five, that's the same thing as X to the negative two. What that means is X to the negative second power is really the same thing as one over X to the second power. Sounds a little crazy at first I know. Let’s do a couple more to make it make sense.
Let’s take this one. Going to apply that same process. X to the fourth, I know that's the product of four X's, X times X times X times X. Then on my denominator X to the seventh, that's the product of seven X's, X times X times X times X times X times X times X. Let’s count that to be sure, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, yes. I’m going to expand, draw that fraction line a little longer. Remember on the last one, when I threw in that factor of one, because multiplying by one doesn’t change anything, I’m going to do that right now to start. X times X times X times X, I’m going to multiply times one, I’m going to throw that in there, didn't change the problem at all. Now, let’s start cancelling things out, I can cancel one X in the numerator with one in the denominator, cross them out like that this time. I can cancel out another X in the numerator with another one in the denominator, another one in the numerator with another in the denominator, and another one in the numerator with another one in the denominator.
What I’m left with is a one in the numerator and then the product of three X's in my denominator.  I’m left with one over X times X times X. I’m going to represent that differently, I’m going to say, well this is the same thing as one over X to the third power. We expanded it out and we looked at what it looked like that way. Now, let’s go back and look at how this problem started, this X to the fourth over X to the seventh. Knowing what you do about the laws of exponents, you know when you have to find the quotient of powers you subtract your exponents, let’s do that. I have X to the fourth, divided by X to the seventh, that's X to the four minus seven. Four minus seven, come off to the side, that's negative three. I could represent that as X to the negative three. X to the negative third power means the same thing as one over X to the positive third power. Are you starting to notice the pattern yet?
Let’s try another one. X cubed over X to the eighth. I know I can represent X cubed as X times X times X, and I’m going to throw in that times one, because it didn't change anything. Then I have the product of eight X's on the bottom, so X times X times X times X times X times X times X times X. Let’s double check, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, we do have eight X's up there. I’ll start cancelling things out, let’s start simplifying. I can cancel out one x in the numerator with one in the denominator, another one in the numerator with another one in the denominator, and another in the numerator with another one in the denominator. When you do that your left with that one in the numerator and then you have one, two, three, four, five X's in your denominator. Then you can simplify that, you can write that a little differently. I leave my one in the numerator, and since I’m multiplying X by itself five times in my denominator, then I can represent that as X to the fifth.
We handled the right side; now let’s handle the left side. X to the third divided by X to the eighth applying that law of exponents. If you have to find the quotient of powers you know you subtract your exponents, I need to simplify that as X to the three minus eight. Then go ahead and clean that up, come off to the side. What is three minus eight? That's negative five. So that means that X to the three minus eight simplifies to X to the negative fifth power. X to the negative fifth means the same thing as one over X to the fifth. Did you pick up on that pattern? Each and every time, if you notice, when you raise a value to a negative power, it’s the same thing as one over that value to the positive power. That's how you handle negative exponents. Let’s look at this rule. Any value raised to the negative power, any negative power. It means the same thing as one over raising that value to a positive power, except for one value, zero. Let’s get a pen. When you raise zero to a negative power this gets into some stuff that's a little heavier than Algebra I, so you won't really see this too much in this course.
You can just focus on this rule, knowing that A will never be zero. Any value, except zero raised to a negative power, it means the same thing as one over that value to a positive power, that same power but positive. Let’s try a couple problems. We have five X and we're raising that to the negative second power. What I’m going to do first, since I know my rule that anything raised to a negative power means the same as one over raising that same value to a positive power. I’m going to rewrite this as one over five X to the positive power. Because those values mean exactly the same thing, I’m just going to work with that positive exponent to help me make my problem more simple. I’m going to keep simplifying this. I notice in my denominator I have a product and I’m raising it to a power, I need to apply that rule of exponents. I’ll come off to the side and do a little work down here. I need to raise that five to the second power and I need to raise that X to the second power.
I guess we can actually put our work up here. We're going to raise our five to the second power and we're going to raise that X to the second power. Let’s keep chugging along. Five squared, I know that's twenty five and X squared it kind of took care of its self, you got X squared. Once your there then you're all done, you can't take it any further. Five X raised to the negative second power means the same thing as one over twenty five X squared. Let’s apply this again, give you a little practice here. We have X to the fifth, Y to the eighth over X squared, Y to the tenth. This one was a little different than the other one but remember you don't want to memorize my steps, memorize my process, that's what you want to learn. Here I see I have a quotient and I have a product on top and I’m dividing it by a product on the bottom and I notice I have some of the same bases here, I have an X and a Y on top, X and a Y on the bottom.
I’m going to take that as my cue to group the like things together. I’m going to handle the X's first. I need X to the fifth over X squared, and then I’m going to multiply that by Y to the eighth over Y to the tenth. I just broke it up, just to help me deal with it a little easier. Knowing what I do about the laws of exponents I know when I have a quotient of powers I need to subtract the exponents to make it simple. For here, I have a five and a two, so I know five minus to. Come off to the side for that. Five minus two, that's three. So as far as my X's go I have X to the third power. Then for my Y's I have an eight and a ten, I need to subtract those. Eight minus ten, that's negative two. See where our negative exponent popped up in this problem. Y to the negative second power. I’m going to keep going across with this one. X cubed, it’s fine, I don't have a negative exponent I really don't need to do anything with that.
Actually, I’ll come underneath. Now, I know what I do about the negative exponent, for Y to the negative second power, I know that I can rewrite that as one over Y to the positive second power. Those values mean exactly the same thing. In algebra you don't want to have negative exponents as your answer. You want to make sure that when you've taken it as far as you can go your exponents are all positive. That's why we couldn't leave it like that and we had to keep going. Now, you could stop here and you wouldn't be wrong necessarily, but more than likely you’re going to see your answer written like this. You're going to go ahead and multiply those two terms together, and you’re going to see it written as X cubed over Y squared. That's more than likely how you're going to see that answer written, which basically is that they multiplied our numerators together X cubed times one, that's just X cubed. You remember fractions you can always make something that's whole a fraction by putting it over one. So one times X squared, that's Y squared. That's how the problem went from this to this.
Either one is really acceptable. Let’s keep going. We have C to the eighth, D to the negative fifth over three and we're raising that entire quotient to the third power. We need to apply a couple of laws of exponents here. I’m going to start by breaking this up, I’m going to separate my numerator from my denominator. I’m going to write this as C to the eighth, D to the negative fifth and I’m raising that to the third power, over three to the third. Basically, I just distributed that exponent throughout those pieces in my quotient. Now that I see the numerator, it’s a product, I need to keep on carrying that exponent throughout. I need to raise C to the eighth to the third power, so C to the eighth to the third. I need to raise D to the negative fifth to the third power, so D to the negative fifth to the third power. Then my denominator, I have three to the third and I can go ahead and take care of that three to the third, that's twenty seven.
So the denominator is pretty much done, we got to clean up the numerator here. You know about raising a power to a power. In this case you need to multiply your exponents together. Eight times three , that's twenty four. That first part become C to the twenty fourth, and negative five times three, that's negative fifteen, so D to the negative fifteenth. We'd already taken care of that twenty seven. Not quite done yet because we see we have that negative exponent so we've got to keep cleaning this up. Let me shift a little work around here, get some more space. Since we've already taken this problem from this step to this step, I’m going to get rid of this up top so we can focus on where we are right now. I think I’ll also get rid of that. Now, I do want to see my work here. Let’s bring this work up top. Let’s get rid of that slash through, because we didn't want to slash through that. Let’s keep going. Get the pen back, here we go.
What we need to do, we need to handle that negative exponent, that negative fifteen. Now, here's when you can use a short cut. You know, the rule tells us if I rewrite the rule, if we have X say to the negative A power, I'll change it up a little bit, that's the same as one over X to the positive A power. As a short cut you can also think about this is, if your negative exponent starts out on top in a quotient like this just drop it to the bottom and make it positive. If we had started with the negative exponent at the bottom, then we would need to bring it up to the top and make it positive. It’s like your shifting its position you could think about that as a short cut. What that means is I can rewrite this as C to the twenty fourth, and because this part of the term here has a negative exponents, I’m going to bring it to the bottom. I still have that twenty seven and I’m going to drop that D to the bottom and change that exponent to a positive fifteen.
You've applied that same rule for negative exponents; you just took a short cut to get there. That the trick with Algebra, once you pick up on patterns, algebra is really just a bunch of short cuts that people figured out over time by just noticing a bunch of patterns. Use your knowledge of patterns to really help you get through the course. Looks like it is your turn to try. Look at these three problems, go ahead pause the tape take a few minutes and work your way through them. When you’re ready to compare answers with me go ahead and press play. You ready to get going? Let’s compare our answers.
For the first problem you had six Y and you were raising it to the negative second power. You should have got one over thirty six Y squared for that one. Number two, you had A to the seventh, B to the Sixth over A to the eleventh B. That one simplified to B to the fifth, A to the fourth, over A to the fourth. For number three you had S to the negative third, T to the fourth over nine and you were squaring that quotient. That answer was T to the eighth, eighty one S to the sixth. If you want to see how I did any of these then stay with me. Let’s take a look at that first one. I have six Y and I’m raising that product to the negative second power. I’m going to apply my rule about negative exponents which tells me that I can represent this as one over six Y to the positive second power. Now I just need to simplify this denominator, I've got my one on top and that's all good to go. I need raise each of these individual pieces of this product to the second power.
I have six to the second power times Y to the second power. Then just simplify this a little further. The ones good to go one top, six squared, I know that's thirty six and that Y to the second power took care of its self, it’s already simple. That's how I got that first answer, that one over thirty six Y squared. Need to see the second one, here we go. I had A to the seventh B to the sixth over A to the eleventh B. What I did first is I broke this up. I grouped the like things together. I looked at it as A to the seventh over A to the eleventh, and I was multiplying that by B to the sixth over B. Then I used what I knew about the laws of exponents, to know that if I have a quotient of powers then I need to subtract the exponents. So for the A's you have seven and eleven, come off to the side here, seven minus eleven that's negative four.
I know the first part of that is A to the negative fourth. Now for the B's I had B to the sixth then I had B. Remember when you don't see an exponent there's an invisible exponent of one. Always remember if you don't see an exponent there's a one there that you’re really not seeing. Just write it in. For this one B to the sixth over B to the first, basically. Subtract your exponents here, so six minus one, that's five. I know this was times B to the fifth and I knew I wasn't done yet because I had a negative exponent. Remember you use what we know about patterns and we just take a short cut here. That A to the fourth, that's part of the numerator  right now. I need to drop it to the bottom and make it positive. That is how I got that second answer.
If you need to see the third one here we go. We had S to the negative third T to the fourth over nine and we were squaring that whole quotient. I started out by breaking it up. I took my numerator S to the negative three, T to the fourth squared over nine squared. I used what I knew about exponents to apply the rule of raising a product to a power, so I needed to raise S to the negative third power to the second power. I needed to take these pieces separately. Now I need to raise T to the fourth to the second power, so T to the fourth to the second power, so I'd handled the numerator. Now, for the denominator nine squared that's nine times nine, so that's eighty one. My denominator's all taken care off, but I’m not done yet. I've got to handle that numerator. Raising a power to a power, negative three times two that's negative six. So S to the negative Six. Four times two here, that's eight, so T to the eighth. Then that was all over eighty one.  You see you have a negative exponent, so you're not done yet.
I think I actually may be able to fit that over here. We use what we know about negative exponents and we can take that short cut and know that T to the eighth isn't going to go anywhere, its fine. That S to the negative six, I've got to take care of that, so you apply the rule about negative exponents. Eighty one is good to go, I’m going to drop that S to the bottom and make that exponent positive. Because remember the rule tells us if I’m raising something to a negative power it means the same thing as one over that to a positive power. You can follow that pattern and know you need to change its position in the fraction. We were all done there. Okay guys, I hope you’re feeling more comfortable with negative exponents and I hope that you saw how products and quotients and factors all that knowledge really helped you get through these type of problems. Hope to see you back here soon. Bye.
	

